The possible effects of a selected locus on a closely linked microsatellite locus are discussed and analyzed in terms of coalescent theory and models of the mutation process. Background selection caused by recurrent deleterious mutations will reduce the variance of allele size at a microsatellite locus. The occasional substitution of advantageous alleles (genetic hitchhiking) will also reduce the variance, but a high mutation rate at a microsatellite locus can restore the variance relatively rapidly. Overdominance at the selected locus will increase the variance at the microsatellite locus and create partitioning of the variation in allele size among gametes carrying one or the other of the overdominant alleles. These results suggest that neutral microsatellite loci can provide indicators of selective processes at closely linked loci.
Introduction
Microsatellite loci are highly polymorphic loci found in all eukaryotic species examined to date. Alleles at microsatellite loci consist of several repeats of a short DNA motif, between two and six bases (Valdes et al. 1993) . In human and presumably other mammalian genomes, microsatellite loci may be as frequent as 1 per 30,000 bases, and heterozygosities are often found to be as high as 80% to 90%. Differences in allele size can be detected relatively easily using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) , so microsatellite loci have become widely used for a variety of purposes, including the inference of paternity, the analysis of relationship among populations, and the estimation of rates of gene flow.
Many of the uses of microsatellite loci in population biology depend on the assumption that they are neutral. It is already known that selected loci can influence closely linked neutral loci. In this paper, I will discuss the effects of selected loci on closely linked microsatellite loci. The results will be based on the theoretical results already obtained for DNA sequences linked to selected loci. The differences found between two copies of a segment of DNA depends on the time since those segments were descended from a common ancestor (the coalescence time) and the mutation process producing detectable changes. Using electrophoresis, it is possible to determine only that two copies of a locus are in the same allelic state, and hence whether at least one mutation has occurred since those two copies were descended from a common ancestor, but no information is provided about how many mutations have occurred. If complete sequences can be obtained, it is possible to find the number of nucleotide differences and to estimate the number of mutations that have occurred. Microsatellites provide a degree of resolution that is intermediate between these two extremes. Differences in the number of repeat units provide some information about how many mutational events have occurred but not as much as is provided by complete sequences.
Three different kinds of selection will be considered: selection acting to eliminate deleterious mutations, selection leading to the substitution of advantageous mutations, and overdominance in fitness. The first process, "background selection," has been examined recently by Charlesworth et al. ( 1993) and Hudson and Kaplan ( 1994) , who concluded that under some conditions selection against recurring mutations could substantially reduce genetic variability at a locus. The second process, "genetic hitchhiking," was analyzed first by Maynard Smith and Haigh ( 1974) . The coalescent theory of hitchhiking has been developed by Kaplan et al. ( 1989 ) , Stephan et al. (1992) , and Wiehe and Stephan ( 1993) . The last process, called "associative overdominance" (Ohta and Kimura 1970) , was analyzed in terms of coalescent theory by Hudson and Kaplan ( 1988) and Kaplan et al. ( 1988) .
At present, there are no published data with which to test the theoretical predictions made in this paper. One of the goals in presenting these theoretical results is to stimulate empirical studies.
Mutation Model for a Microsatellite Locus
The mutation rate is sufficiently high at some microsatellite loci that numerous mutations have been found by comparing parent and offspring genotypes. For example, Weber and Wong ( 1993 ) examined all known mutations at 28 microsatellite loci on chromosome 19 in the CEPH families and estimated the average mutation rate to be 1.2 X 1 0m3 per copy per generation. They found that 20 of 24 ( 83%) of the mutations (their in vivo mutations) involved an increase or decrease in the number of repeat units by one and the remainder by two. Although mutations involving changes of more than two repeat units have been reported, Weber and Wong ( 1993) found that all such mutations in their sample had occurred in cell culture. These and similar observations have suggested that the "stepwise mutation model" introduced by Ohta and Kimura ( 1973 ) is appropriate for microsatellite loci (Shriver et al. 1993; Valdes et al. 1993 ) .
Although computer simulations of the stepwise mutation model have shown a superficial similarity between simulated and observed distributions of allele size (Shriver et al. 1993; Valdes et al. 1993 ), Di Rienzo et al. ( 1994 found evidence that the distributions of allele sizes in a sample of Sardinians could not be accounted for using the stepwise model. They introduced a more general model, the "two-phase model," which they showed was consistent with their observations. Under the two-phase model, there is a probability p of having a one-step mutation and a probability 1 -p that the change in repeat number under mutation is drawn from a specified distribution (with variance of) that allows for much larger changes in repeat number. The one-step model examined by Valdes et al. ( 1993) and Shriver et al. ( 1993) is a special case of the two-phase model with p = 1. Di Rienzo et al. ( 1994) found that they could reject the hypothesis that p = 1 for 8 of the 10 loci examined. They found that they could. fit their observations by assuming a small proportion of the second phase (0.8 < p < 0.95) and with not unreasonably large variances of the change in repeat number under the second phase (50 d of < 200), although the method used by Di Rienzo et al. ( 1994) did not allow them to estimate p cock et al. ( 1994) , Deka et al. ( 1994) , and Garza et al. (in press) argue that the average numbers of repeats in different species of primates are too similar for there to be no regulation of repeat number. It is not known whether there is selection acting directly on repeat number or whether there is a bias in the mutation process or both. To take account of possible constraints on the mutation process, I will consider a simple model of bias. I will assume that changes of only one repeat unit are possible but that the probability of increasing by one unit is 0.5 + p (a -a~), and the probability of decreasing by one is 0.5 -p( a -ao). The value of a0 is the (arbitrary) target repeat number that is favored by this mutation process, and p is the strength of bias. Under this model, the number of repeats must remain between a0 -I/ p and a0 + 1 / p. With p = 0, this model becomes the one-step model. Some of the analytic theory for this model is described by Garza et al. ( submitted) . It would be easy to define a generalization of the two-phase model that allows for bias, but that will not be necessary for our purposes.
For the two-phase model of mutation, it is easy to find the expected value of the variance in repeat number. Following my earlier derivation (Slatkin 1995 ) , consider two alleles sampled from a population, and let al and a2 be their repeat numbers. The two alleles are connected by a branch of a gene genealogy and hence are separated by twice the time since they had a common ancestor, that is, by twice their coalescence time, t . The difference in allele size that has accumulated during that time is the sum of the changes in allele size (xn) under each mutation,
where a is the number of mutations that have occurred. Taking the expectation over the distribution of the x,, we find E(al -a2) = 0 and
where of is the variance in the change in allele size as a result of each mutational event. Then taking the expectation of a, we have and 0;.
The two-phase model makes the assumption that
the change in repeat number does not depend on the repeat number. That assumption provides a reasonable We take the average over all alleles in a sample to obtain starting point for a model, but there is already evidence the average of the squared differences in allele size exthat repeat numbers are constrained in some way. Bow-petted in the sample, (4) where 7 is the average coalescence time at the locus being examined. The expected variance in allele size in the sample is half this value. Note that under the one-step model &,, = 1 and that under the two-phase model &=p+(l -p)c$ The average coalescence time and the entire distribution of coalescence times is determined by both the demographic history of a population and selection at closely linked loci. In another paper (Slatkin 1995) , I have shown how population subdivision affects the variances of the distributions of allele size within and between populations through the effect on coalescence times. Here, I will investigate the effect of closely linked, selected loci on the average coalescence times in a single randomly mating population. In the absence of close linkage to selected loci, the average coalescence time in a population of constant size N is 2N. Hence, the expected variance is Variances substantially larger or smaller than this value can be created by close linkage to selected loci.
Background Selection
Deleterious mutations are certain to occur, and extensive genetic studies reviewed by Charlesworth et al. ( 1993) provide information about rates and distributions of deleterious effects. Deleterious mutations will generally be eliminated by selection. They can reduce the extent of variation at closely linked neutral loci because they will carry with them neutral variants that happened to be on the same chromosomes initially. This process has been investigated recently by Charlesworth et al. ( 1993 ) . They showed that the average coalescence time at a completely linked locus is reduced by an amount that depends on fO , the proportion of the chromosomes carrying no deleterious mutations in the region of interest, and on the recombination rate. Charlesworth et al. ( 1993, table 4 ) estimated fO and the proportionate reduction in coalescence times for different parts of the genome of Drosophila melanogaster. They found reduction in average coalescence time to be between 4% and 78%. Charlesworth et al. ( 1993) discuss the potential sources of error in making those estimates. Hudson and Kaplan ( 1994) have developed a more accurate approximation for this model which largely confirms the results of Charlesworth et al. ( 1993 ) .
In terms of the theory developed above for microsatellite loci, the proportional reduction in the variance should be the same as the reduction in average coalescence times, which Charlesworth et al. ( 1993) have shown can be substantial. There are potentially two ways to apply this result. The first would be to look for systematic differences in the variances of microsatellite loci in different regions of the chromosome. We could expect to find smaller variances in regions of lower recombination rate. In taking this approach, we would be making the assumption that the distribution of mutation rates across microsatellite loci is the same in different regions of the chromosome, an assumption for which there is currently no empirical support. A second approach would be to find the variances in allele size for loci whose mutation rates have been estimated directly. The ratio of the observed variance to the estimated mutation rate would be smaller in regions of low recombination because the average coalescence times would be shorter.
Hitchhiking Effect of Advantageous Alleles
The substitution of advantageous alleles can also reduce genetic variability at a linked neutral locus. AguadC et al. ( 1989) , Begun and Aquadro ( 199 1 ), and others have argued that the reduced levels of nucleotide variation found in Drosophila in regions of low recombination are attributable to occasional substitution of advantageous mutations.
A microsatellite locus would be affected in essentially the same way as other polymorphic loci by a hitchhiking event. In the extreme case, that of very strong selection and complete linkage between the selected locus and a microsatellite locus, only the allele at the microsatellite locus that was initially linked to the advantageous allele at the selected locus would remain in the to the equilibrium value. We can find the recursion equation for the variance by considering the two forces that change it. Assuming discrete, nonoverlapping generations, genetic drift will reduce the variance in allele size by a factor 1 -1 / (2N), and mutation will increase the variance by l..&,, on average. Thus, o:ct + 1) = (6) and hence
This equation is equivalent to equation ( 8) of Tajima ( 1989) for the increase in pairwise differences in DNA sequence following a bottleneck. Thus, the long-term behavior of the variance in allele size at a microsatellite locus and the pairwise sequence difference is the same and depends on time measured in units of the effective population size. The initial stages will be different for a microsatellite locus, however, because of the much higher mutation rate. Equation (7) implies that the increase in variance will be proportional to t when t/ 2N is small, with a constant of proportionality l.&. With p for microsatellite loci as large as 10e2, we would expect to find some variability at microsatellite loci relatively soon after a hitchhiking event, even if little nucleotide diversity were found in the same region.
Associative Overdominance Hudson and Kaplan ( 1988) and Kaplan et al. ( 1988) analyzed the effect on a closely linked neutral locus of a locus held in a polymorphic equilibrium by overdominant selection. They showed that overdominance results in longer coalescence times of loci linked to different alleles at the selected locus than those linked to alleles within the selected locus. They also showed that the different allelic classes at the selected locus can be regarded as subpopulations and that mutation from one allelic class to another and recombination play the role of gene flow. The longer coalescence times result in higher than expected levels of nucleotide variation in regions close to selected sites. Kaplan et al. ( 1988) used these theoretical results to show that sequences of the fast and slow alleles at the Adh locus in Drosophila melanogaster are consistent with the hypothesis that there is overdominant selection acting on the nucleotide that distinguishes the slow and fast alleles. Hudson ( 1990) reviews the theory underlying this approach.
For a microsatellite locus closely linked to an overdominant locus, the differences in coalescence times would appear as differences in variances within and among allelic classes. There are again two possibilities.
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where the elements of T were derived under the assumption that the mutation rates and recombination rate are small and that Nx and N( 1 -x) are large. With those restrictions, there can be no more than one eventa mutation, a recombination, or a coalescence-each generation going backward in time.
If the identity of the selected locus is not known or it is not possible to distinguish among selected alleles at that locus, then we could say only that we would expect to see an increase in the variance in allele size at the microsatellite, reflecting the longer than expected coalescence times. The situation would be similar to that for background selection, except that an increase instead of a decrease in variance would be expected. On the other hand, if there are candidate alleles at a selected locus, then we could partition the variance at the microsatellite locus into components within and between allelic classes. The approach is essentially the same as one I have suggested for the use of microsatellite alleles to estimate rates of gene flow ( Slatkin 1995 ) .
To look at the effects of associative overdominance, we can follow the approach of Kaplan et al. ( 1988) and Hey ( 199 1) and assume that selection is sufficiently strong that the allele frequencies at the selected locus are fixed. For simplicity, we consider the case with two alleles at the selected locus, B and b, and assume that the frequency of B is held at x by selection. Let u be the per generation mutation rate from B to b, v be the reverse mutation rate, and c the recombination rate between the selected locus and the microsatellite locus of interest. Using the terminology of Markov chains, two copies of the microsatellite locus are both on chromosomes carrying B (state 1 ), both on chromosomes carrying b (state 3)) or one is on a chromosome with B and the other with b (state 2). The fourth state (state 0) is the one in which the two copies of the microsatellite locus have coalesced.
We can find the average coalescence times from each of the three states by using existing results for Markov chains. Let Tti be the probability of a transition from state i to statej as the process is viewed as going backward in time, with i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3. We can find the Tij by considering all types of transitions:
To find the average coalescence times from each of the three initial states, we can use the standard results for Markov chains (Ewens 1979, chap. 2) . Let ?i be the average time until absorption in state 0 given initial states i = 1, 2, 3, which are the average coalescence times we need. The 7; satisfv the eauation To?j + 1. 
with to = 0. The general solution to equation ( 8) is easy This give us a prediction under the assumptions of this to obtain using a computer algebra program. If c B u, model, namely that S2 exceeds the weighted average of v, which is probably the case of most biological interest, S1 and S3 by an amount that is inversely proportional equation ( 8) implies to the recombination rate between the microsatellite and the selected locus.
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( 9 ) Simulations
The preceding analytic theory suggests that a seWe can also rewrite equation ( 8) for i = 2 to show lected locus will affect the variances at a closely linked microsatellite locus. I simulated a model of associative overdominance because only a single selected locus is
needed. The simulations of Charlesworth et al. ( 1993) and the theory of Wiehe and Stephan (1993) can be +u+c(l -x)-directly translated into predictions about the reductions in variance expected because of linked deleterious loci
or because of hitchhiking events at several selected loci. The simulation model is of a randomly mating with relatively fitnesses WAA = 1 -~1, WAa = 1, and W, x and 1 -x, which are presumed to be known, so equa-= 1 -s2. In each generation N offspring were formed tions (9) and ( 10) imply by randomly selecting potential parents, and then rejecting potential parents with a probability given by the xtl + ( 1 -x)7, = 2N, (11) relative fitness. There were reversible mutations at rates u and v at the selected locus. The microsatellite locus but in general ?i # t3. We can use this theory to predict the average squared differences in allele size for microsatellite alleles linked to the same and different selected alleles. Define Si to be the average of the squared differences in allele size for two copies linked to B (i = 1 ), one linked to B and the other to b (i = 2), and two copies linked to b (i = 3). From equation (4), (12) was neutral and governed by the two-phase mutation model described above, with parameters CL (the mutation rate), p (the fraction of one-step mutations), and of (the variance under the second phase of mutation). A symmetric, geometric distribution was used to model the second phase of mutation, as in Di Rienzo et al. ( 1994) . The recombination fraction between the loci was c.
In addition to the two-phase model, I used the onestep model with biased mutation described above. This model allows for the possibility of weak constraints on allele size that reduce the extent of divergence at the in expectation. The above theory for predicting the val-microsatellite locus from what is expected based on the ues of the 7s in the case with c % u, v suggests that the above theory. ratio
In each replicate of the simulation, the population was initially monomorphic, and the program was run for a sufficient time so that an apparent equilibrium was reached. Then various statistics were accumulated at specified times. At the end of a set of replicates, those statistics were averaged for each of the times, thus proshould be useful under the assumptions we have made.
viding a test of whether an equilibrium was actually Although we cannot calculate the expectation of this reached. A sample of n individuals was chosen without ratio, we can get an idea of its properties by replacing replacement from the N diploid individuals in the popthe numerator and denominator by their expected val-ulation. The program computed the average in the samues. If c 9 u , v, equations ( 9 ) and ( 11) imply ple of the squared difference in allele size for two alleles linked to B ( S1 ), one linked to B and the other to b (A' *), both linked to b (A' s) , and the frequency of B (x). From those quantities, the estimate of R, I?, was computed using Equation ( 13 ) . The program also estimated Wright' s FsT by computing Weir and Cockerham' s ( 1984) 8 statistic, between the two subpopulations on chromosomes with the B and b alleles. 8 depends only on allele frequencies and not on allele size. In order to reduce the time required for the simulations, samples of different sizes were taken at the same time from each replicate. Thus, the results for different sample sizes of n = 25 and n = 100 represent the outcomes of the same 1,000 replicates.
even with more recombination (NC = 1, cases 3, 5, and 7), that average was still greater than one. As we would expect, bias of the kind assumed here reduces the average of 2 (cases 4 and 5 ) because there is less opportunity for divergence of the mean. Yet even with relatively strong bias ( p = 0.0 1) , the average is much greater than one when there is tight linkage (case 4). There is no substantial trend when either the sample sizes or population sizes are changed, although the confidence intervals are wider for smaller sample sizes, as might be expected.
The program was tested by comparing the homozygosities and other statistics for the selected locus with expectations from analytic theory and verifying that the predicted variances of allele size were obtained for the microsatellite locus in the absence of selection on the other locus.
The average values of l? are all larger than the values expected on the basis of equation ( 14). This bias is small when the expected value is one, as in case 1, or close to one ( 1.5 for cases 3 and 7). The bias is much larger when the expected value is larger (6.0 for cases 2 and 6).
The parameter values for different simulations are presented in table 1. They were chosen so that the products Nu, Nsi , Ns~, NC, and Nl.t were the same for the two population sizes used, N = 100 and N = 200. All the results shown in table 2 represent the averages of 1,000 replicates after 5,000 generations. In this context, the 95% confidence intervals are the 25th and 976th largest values of g and 8 arranged in ascending order. We can see that in all cases with strong overdominance and relatively tight linkage (NC = 0.1, cases 2, 4, and 6), the average of J? was much greater than one and,
The confidence intervals show that there is considerable variability among replicates. The reason is that the values of 2 and 8 depend on the net effect of mutations within and between allelic lineages. That effect is unpredictable because both the number of mutations and the net effect of mutations vary from replicate to replicate. That problem is more important when p < 1 because in that case fewer mutations are responsible for the same average increase in variance in allele size. These results show that a single observed value of R would not be of much use to test the quantitative predictions of the analytic theory or to estimate NC. In fact, an observed value of one lies within the confidence intervals for all NOTE.-In all cases, 1,000 replicates were run for 2,000 generations, the population contained 100 diploid individuals, u = u (the mutation rate at the selected locus), and sI = sz (the selection coefficients at the selected locus). The numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations over the 1,000 replicates. cases shown. It is true, however, that the relatively narrow confidence interval found for case 1, in which there is no selection, tells us that a relatively large value of 2 would imply some kind of selection at nearby loci. If more than one microsatellite locus lies near a potentially selected locus, then 2 values for each could be calculated, and together they might present a clearer picture. Because the recombination distances from the selected locus would almost certainly differ, the expected values for different loci would not be the same.
The results for FST, estimated by 8, are somewhat different. The average of 8 is sensitive to the value of p but surprisingly insensitive to the extent of bias. In practice, it would probably be better to estimate both & and FST among classes at the presumed selected locus. If there is indeed associative overdominance at nearby neutral microsatellite loci, it should be detectable with these methods. There is also considerable variation in the confidence intervals for 6, but as in the.case of 8, relatively large values are inconsistent with the null hypothesis of neutrality at the linked locus.
Discussion and Conclusions
The above theoretical results show that the variance in repeat number can be strongly influenced by selection at closely linked loci. The variance within and between groups of alleles provides information similar to that provided by differences in nucleotide sequence, but it is less detailed because there are numerous ways to achieve the same difference in allele size at microsatellite
loci.
An additional problem with using microsatellite loci in this context is that mutation rates appear to vary widely among loci. It is not possible to assume a uniform background mutation rate, as can be done for many changes in DNA sequence, such as those in noncoding regions, introns, or pseudogenes.
On the other hand, many microsatellite loci have relatively high mutation rates, so the time scale of increase in genetic variability is orders of magnitude shorter than the time scale associated with a short region of nuclear DNA. In addition, microsatellite loci are very abundant, especially in mammalian genomes, and relatively easy to survey. Even if they cannot by themselves provide conclusive evidence of the effects of linked selected loci, they could complement and test hypotheses based on comparisons of DNA sequences.
